From: James Wright
Date: Sun, Apr 3, 2011 at 5:42 PM
Subject: PUBLIC COMMENT - Website Redesign
To: votersfirstact@crc.ca.gov

Commissioners and Staff,
Your new website design is a real improvement. Navigation and organization is greatly
improved.
Four comments:
1. The images at the top right cycle too fast. I am able to stop the cycling by clicking
on the image (it is not obvious that this is possible), but the cycling resumes when
I navigate to another page. It would be nice to have the "stop" action continue to
be effective for any and all subsequent pages and/or the cycling of the images to
be slower. It is distracting to have all that activity on the page.
2. The "Helpful Links" tab does not work. The message received is: "The requested
URL /links.html was not found on this server".
3. The little calendar in the lower right of the home page is a nice touch, but seems
to serve no purpose. Clicking on any part of it does not result in any action. Also,
clicking on the "Google Calendar" button does navigate to a Google calendar logon
page which presumes that I have or know a logon id and password. The purpose
of this button is unclear.
4. Most of the navigation actions take you to a new page on the current tab and
others open in a new tab. Consistency is preferred unless there is some clearly
overriding purpose for changing the behavior of a navigation action.
BTB:
I use a PC with Windows 7 [Ultimate with Service Pack 1 and current updates] and the
Mozilla Firefox browser [Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 6.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.16)
Gecko/20110319 AskTbAD2/3.9.1.14019 Firefox/3.6.16].
Some of these comments may not apply when using other browsers on other platforms.
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Thanks,
Jim Wright
a voter from San Jose
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